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of transformation initiatives. If you lack a strong, centralized 

identity foundation, you won’t have a uniform way to onboard 

and manage new resources or integrate existing ones. You’re 

left with poor visibility and an inability to centrally manage 

your ecosystems.  

Getting identity right is the key to digital transformation 

success. PingOne for Workforce provides the global 

authentication authority you need to break down authentication 

silos and deliver consistent employee login experiences.

PingOne for Workforce provides centralized authentication 

services to connect any user, on any app and any device 

within your organization. With an authentication authority in 

place, you’re able to easily integrate and onboard resources 

at scale. PingOne for Workforce provides a cloud-based 

solution so you can meet the needs of your enterprise, 

wherever it needs to go.

 

The nature of work is evolving. Your employees, data 

and devices are no longer constrained within the confines 

of a corporate network. As your workforce becomes more 

mobile, they need the ability to use more devices, including 

their own, to work at any time and anywhere. And you must 

make this access as seamless and convenient as possible 

to maximize productivity. 

At the same time, you’re trying to keep up with the 

exponential growth of data and applications. This rapid 

onboarding of new apps and services has resulted in 

unintended authentication silos for many enterprises. 

The challenges of maintaining such an environment can 

create operational inefficiencies, greater security risks 

and inconsistent experiences for employees.

The siloed environment that’s often created in pursuit of 

digital transformation is the very thing that slows the pace 



INCREASE EMPLOYEE 
PRODUCTIVITY
Disjointed and cumbersome login experiences shouldn’t 

slow down the user experience. No matter what they’re 

accessing—whether a SaaS or on-premises app—users need a 

consistent and fast way to access the information they need. 

That means fewer passwords, fewer login prompts and a 

single place to access all of their applications. 

PingOne for Workforce increases employee productivity through:

• Enabling single sign-on (SSO) with one-click access to 

applications

• Providing convenient ways to authenticate on work 

devices and in BYOD scenarios

• Reducing password requirements when they’re 

unnecessary—and providing self-service resets when 

they are

• Delivering a consistent and customizable experience 

across all types of applications

ENABLE ZERO TRUST SECURITY
The notion of identity perimeters and Zero Trust has gained 

traction in response to the increase in remote work and the 

growth of cloud adoption within the enterprise. Centralized 

authentication services allow organizations to easily integrate 

security policies and capabilities to all of their resources. By 

adding features like intelligent multi-factor authentication 

(MFA) and passwordless authentication, enterprises can 

significantly reduce their security risk while improving the 

employee experience.

PingOne for Workforce strengthens enterprise security by:

• Reducing the use of passwords and extending MFA 
everywhere

• Leveraging contextual and adaptive policies to adjust 
authentication requirements based on risk

• Providing a consistent unified authentication experience 
with advanced features like passwordless

• Enabling group and application-level policies and 
integration with your identity ecosystem

INCREASE AGILITY AND SPEED
As you embark on or continue your digital transformation 

journey, you need an identity solution that can keep up with 

the growth of new resources, especially applications and APIs. 

At the same time, that solution must provide coverage for the 

entire IT stack, including legacy and homegrown applications, 

which remain mission-critical. Cloud-based centralized 

authentication services let you manage all of your resources in 

one place and keep pace with the needs of the business. 

PingOne for Workforce enables enterprises to be more agile by:

• Rapidly onboarding new applications through self-

service templates and APIs

• Providing coverage for all app types through open 

standards and token mediation

• Enabling co-existence with and eventual replacement 

of legacy directories and WAM providers on your own 

timeline

• Connecting to legacy apps via specific integration kits 

and adapters
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GET STARTED
PingOne for Workforce empowers you to support workforce productivity while implementing Zero Trust security and 

keeping IT agile to meet changing business needs. And getting started couldn’t be easier. You have the support of Ping’s 

Professional Services global ecosystem of partners to rapidly deploy a global authentication authority and deliver value 

from day one. 

Try PingOne for Workforce today.

THE PINGONE CLOUD PLATFORM
The PingOne intelligent identity platform provides users with secure, seamless access to all their applications and resources 

from anywhere. Proven in scale and performance with over 2 billion identities under management, it’s a comprehensive 

standards-based platform architected to span all deployment models and use cases for wherever enterprise IT goes.

One Platform. Unlimited Identities. Unlimited Applications.
The PingOne Cloud Platform

Continuously 
monitor risk 
signals and API 
traffic

Monitor
Protect access to 
resources, data 
and sensitive 
actions

Authorize
Deliver consistent 
sign-ons and MFA

Authenticate
Confirm the 
identity of your 
users

Verify
Create and 
manage your 
users

Register

https://www.pingidentity.com/en/solutions/workforce-identity/pingone-workforce.html

